
THE ROSETTA STONE

The Rosetta Stone is a granodiorite stele discovered in which is inscribed with three versions of a decree issued at
Memphis, Egypt in BC during the.

Many people worked on deciphering hieroglyphs over several hundred years. The stone was shipped to
England and arrived in Portsmouth in February  Ameilhon produced the first published translations of the
Greek text in , in both Latin and French to ensure that they would circulate widely. The Rosetta Stone was
found in  It's one of the most famous objects in the British Museum, but what actually is it? Similarly, Rosetta
home is a distributed computing project for predicting protein structures from amino acid sequences or
translating sequence into structure. Menou refused to hand them over, claiming that they belonged to the
Institute. The meanings he suggests for these groups are mostly correct, but he was unable to analyse how the
signs conveyed their meaning, and they are little more than highly educated guesses! The Stone is a broken
part of a bigger stone slab. The Rosetta Stone was transferred to the sculpture gallery in shortly after Montagu
House was demolished and replaced by the building that now houses the British Museum. From this he
determined which hieroglyphs spelled the name of Ptolemy. The portraits were in fact the same size. The
Rosetta Stone is one of these copies, so not particularly important in its own right. Ancient Greek was widely
known to scholars, but they were not familiar with details of its use in the Hellenistic period as a government
language in Ptolemaic Egypt; large-scale discoveries of Greek papyri were a long way in the future. He
realised that the middle text was in this same script. Tlepolemus, in turn, was replaced as guardian in BC by
Aristomenes of Alyzia , who was chief minister at the time of the Memphis decree. In the preceding Pharaonic
period it would have been unheard of for anyone but the divine rulers themselves to make national decisions:
by contrast, this way of honoring a king was a feature of Greek cities. Thus, when Thomas Young , foreign
secretary of the Royal Society of London , wrote to him about the stone in , Silvestre de Sacy suggested in
reply that in attempting to read the hieroglyphic text, Young might look for cartouches that ought to contain
Greek names and try to identify phonetic characters in them. Only the last 14 lines of the hieroglyphic text can
be seen; all of them are broken on the right side, and 12 of them on the left. Prior to the discovery of the
Rosetta Stone and its eventual decipherment, the ancient Egyptian language and script had not been
understood since shortly before the fall of the Roman Empire. It shows how much things had changed from
earlier times that the priests, the only people who had kept the knowledge of writing hieroglyphs, were now
issuing such decrees. The model, which consists of photographs, lets users rotate the stone and zoom in for
close-up views of the text.


